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Abstract
Phonological processes that exhibit morphosyntactic sensitivity can pro-
vide evidence of historical processes which have ascended through the
grammar over time. English /l/-darkening shows such effects. Although
syllable-based accounts state that light [l] occurs in onsets (e.g. light) and
dark [ɫ] in codas (e.g. dull), several studies report overapplication of dark-
ening to onset /l/ in certain morphosyntactically deϐined positions: e.g.
word-ϐinally in phrases such as heal it, and stem-ϐinally before a sufϐix in
words such as heal-ing. Although many phonological theories attempt to
account for such opacity, they cannot adequately account for the potential
variability in application alongside this.
The present paper explores these ideas throughmodelling data on /l/-
darkening inEnglish taken fromHayes’s (2000)OptimalityTheoretic study.
It is argued that a combined Stochastic Stratal OTapproach to thedata is an
improvement over a parallel stochasticmodel (e.g. Boersma&Hayes2001)
because it avoids ϐixed innate constraint rankings, which are required to
prevent the prediction of impossible grammars. Moreover, it is shown that
observations about the diachronic life cycle of phonological processes en-
able us to deduce quantitative predictions about rates: the process should
apply with lower frequency in smaller morphosyntactic domains.
1 Introduction
Since the advent of Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993; hence-
forthOT), numerousmethodshavebeendevised todescribephonological
variationwithin a constraint-based framework (Anttila 1997, 2007; Coet-
zee 2004; Coetzee & Pater 2011). One of themost successful is Stochastic
OT (Boersma 1997). In this theory, optimality-theoretic constraints have
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ranges over a continuum of strictness, rather than ϐixed points on a hier-
archy: since these ranges may overlap, variation will arise. One notable
advantage of Stochastic OT is its association with the Gradual Learning
Algorithm (GLA). When exposed to a training corpus, the GLA has been
shown to select a grammar which, in a large range of cases, successfully
generates the relative frequencies of variants in the corpus.
In their seminal paper testing the potential of the GLA, Boersma &
Hayes (2001)demonstrated the advantages of StochasticOTbymodelling
results from several empirical studies, notably Hayes’s (2000) data on
English /l/-darkening. Hayes demonstrated that the process of /l/-dark-
ening in English is morphosyntactically conditioned, yielding higher fre-
quencies of dark [ɫ] in complex heal-ing than in monomorphemic Hay-
ley. Such alternations raise challenges for the study of variation as, in
addition to a model of variable processes, they require a theory of the
morphosyntax-phonology interface. To this end:, Hayes adopts Output-
Output Correspondence (OOC), a theory incorporating constraints that
demand identity between morphologically related surface forms (Benua
1995, 1997a; Kenstowicz 1996). However, OOC has crucial drawbacks,
which become apparent in Hayes’s (2000) own approach to /l/-darken-
ing. Bermúdez-Otero (2011:2043) shows that the OOC constraints used
by Hayes can generate an impossible dialect in which darkening overap-
plies at stem-sufϐix boundaries (e.g. hea[ɫ]-ing) but not at word bound-
aries (e.g. hea[l] it). These problems, discussed further in section 2.2,
warrant the exploration of alternative approaches tomorphosyntactically
conditioned phonological variation.
This paper explores the possibility of combining Stochastic OT with
a different theory of the morphosyntax-phonology interface: Stratal OT
(Bermúdez-Otero 1999, 2011, Forthcoming; Kiparsky 2000). In Stratal
OT, phonological processes apply cyclically over a hierarchy of stem-level,
word-level, and phrase-level domains, with each domain subject to its
own stratum-speciϐic OT grammar. Stratal OT predicts without stipula-
tion that, if darkening overapplies at stem-sufϐix boundaries, it will also
overapply at word boundaries.
Using the data onEnglish /l/ fromHayes (2000) andBoersma&Hayes
(2001), this paper will show that a Stochastic Stratal OT (SSOT) analysis
can match the patterns of variation noted by Boersma & Hayes with as
much accuracy as a parallel model based on OOC. Nevertheless, the cru-
cial advantage of a stratal analysis is that it is capable of correctly generat-
ing the patterns of morphosyntactically driven variation in /l/-darkening
without simultaneously predicting the existence of impossible dialects by
factorial typology.
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This application of a stratal-cyclic theory of phonology to morphosyn-
tactically conditioned variation develops ideas found in previouswork by
Guy (1991a,b). In an inϐluential series of papers, Guy combined the Labo-
vian idea of variable rewrite rules (Labov 1969) with Lexical Phonology
(Kiparsky 1982) in order to explain morphophonological patterns found
in ę/ĉ-deletion. Guy found that therewasmoredeletionof the ϐinal conso-
nant in monomorphemicmist than in the past-tense formmiss-ed. Using
a cyclic framework, Guy argued that monomorphemes such asmist show
the highest frequency of rule application because the conditions of ę/ĉ-
deletion are met at more levels of the derivation (see section 2.3). How-
ever, Guy assumed a priori that variable rules have the same probability
of application at all derivational levels. This is not what would be pre-
dicted given a diachronic approach that takes into consideration the life
cycle of phonological processes (Bermúdez-Otero 1999, 2015; Bermúdez-
Otero & Trousdale 2012; Turton 2014a; Ramsammy 2015). Since phono-
logical processes become increasingly integrated with morphosyntactic
structure as they age, an analysis acknowledging the life cycle would in-
stead predict that the rate of application of a variable phonological pro-
cess also changes over time. Speciϐically, when an innovative phonetically
gradient process stabilises as a categorical phonological process, it ini-
tially applies at the widest domain of the phrase level and can see across
word boundaries. Over time, a rule may advance to the word level, and
ϐinally the stem level. This means that a rule which currently applies at
the stem level progressed by previously applying at the word and phrase
levels. It follows that phrase-level application of a variable phonological
process will be higher than word-level application because the rule has
been active at the phrase level for a longer period of time. This prediction
(discussed in detail in section 2.3) does not follow from Guy’s analysis,
which instead stipulates equal rates of application at each cyclic level.
In view of the problems associated with OOC, and of the predictions
arising from the life cycle of phonological processes, the goal of this paper
is to provide a reanalysis of Boersma & Hayes’s data by calculating cycle-
speciϔic rates of /l/-darkening. Wewill see that an SSOTapproach success-
fully matches the frequencies modelled in Boersma & Hayes (2001). Fi-
nally, it will be shown that frequencies calculated at each individual stra-
tum corroborate the predictions made by the life cycle of phonological
processes.
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2 Background
2.1 Morphosyntactic conditions on /l/-darkening
Traditional descriptions of English /l/-darkening posit two discrete allo-
phonic categories: light [l] and dark [ɫ] (Chomsky & Halle 1968; Halle &
Mohanan 1985). Although the categorical nature of this distinction has
been challenged, notably by Sproat & Fujimura (1993), section 2.5 be-
low discusses the evidence supporting /l/-darkening as a discrete pro-
cess. Acoustically, dark [ɫ] is characterised by a close proximity between
the ϐirst and second formants, in comparison to light [l] which has a rela-
tively high F2 and a low F1 (Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996; Carter 2003;
Hawkins 2004; Recasens&Espinosa 2005:3; Gick et al. 2006; Carter & Lo-
cal 2007). The articulatory correlates include tongue dorsum backing or
lowering (Lee-Kim et al. 2013; Turton 2014a,b, Forthcoming) and the rel-
ative phasing of the coronal and dorsal gestures (Sproat & Fujimura 1993;
Huffman 1997; Lin 2011): there is coronal lead in light [l] and coronal lag
in dark [ɫ].
In syllable-based analyses of the process, it is noted that light [l] oc-
curs in canonical onsets (like, love) and dark [ɫ] in canonical codas (pool,
dull; Giles & Moll 1975; Giegerich 1992; Roach et al. 2006). However, in
somedialects of English the process has been found to overapplywhen /l/
surfaces in the onset, yielding dark [ɫ]word-ϐinally in phrases such asheal
it, and stem-ϐinally before a sufϐix in words such as heal-ing (Jensen 1993;
Olive et al. 1993; Carter 2003; Bermúdez-Otero 2007; Turton 2014a,b).¹
These instances of opaque overapplication demonstrate that /l/-darken-
ing is sensitive to morphosyntactic structure, a fact which Boersma &
Hayes (2001) seek to incorporate into their model.
2.2 Avoiding unattested dialects
To account for the unexpected presence of onset-position dark [ɫ]s inmor-
phosyntactically complex items such as healing and heal it, Hayes (2000)
relies on the fact that, in the citation form heal, the dark [ɫ] occurs trans-
parently. Accordingly, Hayes invokes two OOC constraints which require
¹ I assume here that English has full resyllabiϐication of word-ϐinal and stem-ϐinal pre-
vocalic consonants into the onset of the following word or sufϐix. Processes such as /l/-
vocalisation and /r/-loss in non-rhotic dialects, which target segments in canonical coda
positions, support this assumption: they crucially do not apply to word-ϐinal prevocalic
consonants (Bermúdez-Otero 2011: 2039). Minkova (2003) provides persuasive evi-
dence to date the rise of resyllabiϐication to the Middle English period.
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faithfulness between the derived output form and the output base. IĉĊēę-
OO(Phrasal) monitors the correspondence between the base and the sur-
face form of a word in complex phrasal environments, whilst IĉĊēę-OO
(Morphological) penalises differences between the base and the surface
form of a stem in morphologically complex words (see ϐig. 1).
Figure 1: From Bermúdez-Otero (2011:2043)
By factorial typology, however, Hayes’s constraints predict unattested
darkening patterns inmorphologically complex words. If IĉĊēę-OO(Mor-
phological) is ranked higher than IĉĊēę-OO(Phrasal), then a problematic
grammar arises, as table 1 demonstrates. This ranking produces a dialect
with opaque dark [ɫ] in the onset in healing [hiː.ɫɪŋ], by correspondence
with the base heal [hiː.ɫ], but with transparent light [l] in heal it [hiː.lɪt]:
i.e. [hiː.ɫɪŋ, hiː.lɪt, hiːɫ]. This is henceforth referred as the *[hɪː.ɫɪŋ, hɪː.l
ɪt] dialect. It is generally the case that if a phonological process applies
opaquely at stem-sufϐix boundaries, it will also apply opaquely at word
boundaries. That is, the existence of a dark [ɫ] in healing requires the /l/
in heal it to be dark.
Hayes (2000: 102) acknowledges that grammars such as the *[hɪː.ɫɪŋ,
hɪː.l ɪt] dialect are unattested and in order to avoid them suggests that
Paradigm Uniformity constraints should be a priori stricter for higher in
phrase than in words, ranked in UG. By stipulating the innate ranking in
(1), Hayes’s analysis avoids the unattested *[hɪː.ɫɪŋ, hɪː.l ɪt] dialect:
(1) OOC-PčėĆĘĆđ OOC-MĔėĕčĔđĔČĎĈĆđ
However, if the twoOOC constraints are truly independent they should be
freely rankable. Thus, Hayes’s solution has been criticised by Bermúdez-
Otero (2011), whopoints out that this innate ranking stipulation is unnec-
essary in a cyclic framework. Bermúdez-Otero argues that the *[hɪː.ɫɪŋ,
hɪː.l ɪt] dialect is not only unattested, it is impossible by the Russian Doll
Theorem:
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(2) The Russian Doll Theorem
Let there be the nested cyclic domains [ ...[ ...[ ...] ...] ...]. If
a phonological process p is opaque in  because its domain is ,
then p is opaque in .
(Bermúdez-Otero 2011: 2026)
Bermúdez-Oterodescribes theRussianDoll Theoremasanentailment
of cyclic theorywhichhasnot been formally articulatedbefore,most likely
due to its obviousness. However, Hayes’s study shows that, without the
innate ranking stipulation in (1), OOC can easily generate outputs that vio-
late the Russian Doll Theorem. Bermúdez-Otero explains that, in a stratal
framework, this stipulative ranking is unnecessary because the work of
OOC is done by faithfulness between cycles. An /l/ which is darkened
in a given stratum remains dark in subsequent cycles.² Crucially, what
remains to be demonstrated is how a cyclic framework can accurately
model the variability of the /l/-darkening processes in the same way as
parallel Stochastic OT. As we shall see in section 2.3 below, the key ad-
vantage of SSOT is that it correctly generates the patterns of variation in
/l/-darkening without stipulating any innate ranking of OOC-constraints.
2.3 Modelling variation in Stratal OT
It has been argued that Stratal OT performs better than OOC as a theory
of themorphosyntax-phonology interface for /l/-darkening, as it does not
generate the problematic *[hɪː.ɫɪŋ, hɪː.l ɪt] dialect. The challenge now is to
test whether an approach incorporating both Stochastic and Stratal OT
proves as successful as Boersma & Hayes (2001) in matching the relative
frequencies of light and dark /l/.
A framework in which /l/-darkening applies variably over several cy-
cles crucially predicts that the probability of a dark realisation on the
surface will depend on how many cycles in the derivation meet the con-
ditions for darkening (i.e. how many cycles in the derivation place /l/
in coda position). In other words, the model predicts that, for a given
phonological environment, the greater the number of cycles in which the
conditions for darkening are met, the higher the number of darkened to-
kens. This idea is schematised in table 2, which shows that, in the word
² Ramsammy (2011) diagnoses the same problem in Baković’s (2001) OOC account of
Spanish nasal velarisation. In Baković’s (2001) analysis, compliance with the Russian
Doll Theorem is stipulated; Ramsammy provides a Stratal OT account in which it is pre-
dicted.
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heal, the prepausal /l/ is in the coda in the stem-level, word-level, and
phrase-level cycles. Compare this to healing: the /l/ is in the coda only at
the stem level, as it becomes resyllabiϐied into onset position at the word
level when the sufϐix -ing becomes visible, remaining in the onset at the
phrase level. Therefore, the number of cycles in which the conditions for
darkening are met is greater in heal than in heal it, and greater in heal it
than in healing. This means that dark [ɫ] will occur more frequently in to-
kens of heal than in heal it or healing as the conditions for darkening are
met in all three cycles.
Environment Stem level Word level Phrase level /l/ in coda?
heal [hiːl] [hiːl] [hiːl] XXX
heal it [hiːl] [hiːl] [hiː.l ɪt] XX
heal-ing [hiːl] [hiː.lɪŋ] [hiː.lɪŋ] X
Table 2: Number of cycles meeting the conditions for darkening
As previously pointed out, Guy (1991a,b) was the ϐirst to note that
words whichmeet the conditions of application of a variable rule at more
cyclic levels will show a higher rate of application overall. Thus, Guy’s
model captured the observation that there is more ę/ĉ-deletion in mo-
nomorphemic base forms such as mist (cf. heal above) than in morpho-
logically derived forms, such as past tense missed (cf. healing above), as
shown in table 3. However, in his cyclic variation model, Guy assumed
Environment Level 1 Level 2 ę/ĉ in complex coda?
mist [mɪst] [mɪst] XX
miss-ed [mɪs] [mɪs-t] X
Table 3: Derivation of ę/ĉ-deletion, based on Guy (1991b,a)
equal application rates of the variable rule at all cycles, contra the pre-
dictions from the life cycle of phonological processes (Bermúdez-Otero
1999, 2011; Harris 1989; McMahon 2000). As outlined in the introduc-
tion, a diachronic analysis that pays due regard to the life cycle would
predict the highest rates of application at the phrase level, followed by
the word and stem levels respectively. This follows from the observation
that young rules initially apply at the largestmorphosyntactic domain (i.e.
the phrase level)where the entire utterance is visible. Input restructuring
results in the rule climbing up the hierarchy of levels: as a rule ages, its
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domain of application shrinks (Bermúdez-Otero 2011; Bermúdez-Otero
& Trousdale 2012). Over time, the phrase-level rule may climb up to the
word level and eventually the stem level. Let us assume that each step
of domain narrowing in the life cycle of a phonological process involves
a transitional variation period. During this period, the frequency of ap-
plication of the process in its new domain increases over historical time,
possibly along the familiar S-curve pattern shown in ϐig. 2.
Figure 2: The predictions of the life cycle in a model with variable processes
Considering that a rule enters the phrase level ϐirst, it will apply at a
higher rate than in the more embedded morphosyntactic domains of the
word and stem levels, due to the fact it has been active at that level for a
longer period of time. That is, the phrase-level frequency of a processwill
always be higher than (or equal to) its frequency at the word level, which
in turn will be higher than (or equal to) the frequency at the stem level.
Regardless ofwhich level a particular phonological process happens to be
currently active at, it will have entered the grammar at the phrase level,
and so it will have hadmore time to increase in frequency there (possibly
along the S-Curve pattern). Considering the predictions of the life cycle
alongside the implications in ϐig. 2, the following corollary can be added
to the Russian Doll theorem:
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(3) The Variation Corollary of the Russian Doll Theorem ³
If a phonological process  shows a rate of application x in a small
embeddeddomain, thenwill apply at a rate equal to or greater
than x in a wider cyclic domain .
The corollary in (3) expresses the idea behind ϐig. 2: a variable phonolog-
ical process will apply at its highest rate in the largest morphosyntactic
domain, and at its lowest rate in the smallest, most embedded domain.
This means that, in contrast with Guy’s stipulation of equal rates of ap-
plication across lexical strata, the present method considers a model in
which rates of application are calculated individually from empirical data
for each cyclic level. This will enable the predictions from the Variation
Corollary of the Russian Doll Theorem to be tested. Thus, the present ap-
proach does not start from an assumption that either analysis is correct,
but will propose a method to determine which of the two does a better
job of ϐitting the empirical data.
To determine the contribution of each level to overall rates of /l/-dark-
ening on the surface, the procedure used here involves comparisons be-
tween different expressions in which darkening is applicable. By select-
ing a form in which darkening applies, for example, in only one cycle, and
comparing it with forms inwhich darkening occurs in two or three cycles,
it is possible to isolate cycle-speciϐic effects, the calculations of which are
explained in detail in section 3.1. For example, referring back to table 2,
the difference in darkening rates between environments heal and heal it
is one phrase-level cycle of darkening, making it possible to isolate that
particular rate of application.
The question that remains is whether the output of an SSOT grammar
succeeds in matching the frequencies in Boersma & Hayes (2001) as well
as their own stochastic approach with OOC. If so, an SSOT analysis is an
improvement on Boersma & Hayes (2001) to the extent that it removes
the need for the innate ranking stipulation in (1), and an improvement
on Guy (1991a,b) in that it does not assume equal rates of application at
each level, but rather seeks to learn the actual individual rates. Thus far,
nobody has attempted to work out the contribution of each cyclic level to
the surface application rate of a variable phonological process, and this
paper develops a method which attempts to do this for the ϐirst time.
³ (3) is expected tohold trueonly in the absenceof innovationswhich enter the grammar
from below leading to the loss of .
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2.4 Frequencies of light and dark /l/
The data used in this paper is taken from Hayes’s (2000) study on Amer-
ican English /l/-darkening. Hayes (2000) gathered well-formedness rat-
ings of light and dark /l/ in a variety of environments. Boersma & Hayes
(2001:82) used a sigmoid transformation to convert these well-formed-
ness ratings into the conjectured frequencies illustrated in table 4.
Environment type Conjectured frequency
of light [l] %
light 99.956
free-ly 94.53
yellow 76.69
mail-er 16.67
mail it 0.49
bell 0.0011
Table 4: Adapted from Boersma & Hayes (2001:74)
In the original study by Hayes (2000), 10 speakers of American En-
glish heard light and dark pronunciations of /l/ in several representative
forms, such as those in table 4. They were then asked to rank the accept-
ability of each pronunciation. Hayes did not directly control the phonetic
quality of /l/ in the stimuli, but rather that of the preceding vowel. Hayes
(2000:96) justiϐied this procedure on the grounds that that front or high
vowels and ‘true diphthongs’ preceding dark [ɫ] have a schwa off-glide.
Therefore, the presence of breaking in the preceding vowel was taken as
a proxy for darkening. For example, in a word such as pool, dark tokens
would be realised as [puːəɫ] and light tokens as [puːl]. The acceptability
of a broken vowel was taken to equal the acceptability of a dark [ɫ].
Note that Hayes’s speakers display amore complex pattern of darken-
ing than was found in some previous studies, such as Sproat & Fujimura
(1993). Firstly, they prefer dark /l/ in mailer, compared to Sproat & Fu-
jimura’s speakers who have light /l/ in this phonological context. One
possible explanation for this is that Hayes’s informants represent a vari-
ety of American English which is more advanced in its use of dark [ɫ], in
that coda-based darkening has climbed up to the stem level. Additionally,
Hayes’s speakers accept darkening in monomorphemes such as yellow,
mellow, Hayley. In these examples, the /l/ is in the onset at all three levels
of the cyclic derivation. This suggests the presence of a more aggressive
form of darkening that targets foot-medial onset positions.
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Table 5 (adapted from Bermúdez-Otero 2007) outlines the /l/-dark-
ening situation in four dialects of English, with Hayes’s speakers falling
under Stage 4.⁴ As suggested above, this stage exhibits a foot-based pro-
cess of darkening, whereby the /l/ darkens not only in the coda, but also
anywhere outside of foot-initial onset (see also Jensen 1993; Carter 2003;
Carter & Local 2007). This is not surprising, given that many lenition pro-
cesses in English target consonants not only in codas, but also in foot-
medial onsets, such as American English /t/-ϐlapping (Kiparsky 1979),
British English /t/-glottalling (Harris & Kaye 1990) and Conservative RP
/r/-tapping (Jensen 2000).
light yellow healing heal it heal
Stage 1 [l] [l] [l] [l] [ɫ]
Stage 2 [l] [l] [l] [ɫ] [ɫ]
Stage 3 [l] [l] [ɫ] [ɫ] [ɫ]
Stage 4 [l] [ɫ] [ɫ] [ɫ] [ɫ]
Table 5: Dialects at different stages show how /l/-darkening advances through the
phonology
This provides evidence for the argument that the life cycle is governed
by both a grammatical and a prosodic force. The case for cyclic domains
has been discussed in detail above, but Bermúdez-Otero (2010) suggests
that we also need to consider the prosodic hierarchy. Following previous
discussions of sound change in generative phonology (Vennemann 1972;
Kiparsky 1998), Bermúdez-Otero draws attention to the phenomenon of
‘rule generalisation’, whereby a phonological process ϐirst applies in a rel-
atively narrow phonological environment and progresses to more inclu-
sive environments over time. In this respect, Hayes’s /l/-darkening data
exhibits similarities with the /r/-vocalisation patterns discussed in Har-
ris (2006). The latter provides evidence of a ‘broad non-rhotic’ dialect
of American English where /r/ vocalises not only in car and farm, but
also in very and sheriff. However, the /r/ is retained in words when a
stressed vowel follows within the same word, as in terrain and carouse,
showing that the process of /r/-vocalisation targets /r/s which are non-
foot initial. Thus, the effects of the rule generalisation are reϐlected in
⁴ Stage 1 reϐlects RP; Stage 2, the American English dialects in Sproat & Fujimura (1993).
For Stage 3 see Olive et al. (1993). For Stage 4 see Hayes for American English dialects
and Carter (2003) for Northern British English dialects.
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changes in the prosodic domain of the process, which ϐirst targets weak
syllabic positions (codas), and later advances toweakpositions in the foot.
The present analysiswill consider the effects of both coda-based and foot-
based /l/-darkening at each level of the cycle.
2.5 Categorical vs. gradient approaches
Although light anddark/l/have longbeen considereddiscrete allophones
of the same phoneme (Chomsky & Halle 1968; Halle & Mohanan 1985),
there is continued debate in the literature as to whether the distinction is
truly categorical. Sproat & Fujimura (1993) concluded from their own X-
ray microbeam data that differences in /l/ realisation do not reϐlect a cat-
egorical distinction, but rather a phonetic continuum, crucially correlated
with the duration of the pre-boundary rime (the longer the pre-boundary
rime, the darker the pre-boundary intervocalic /l/). Hayes (2000:95),
who assumes darkening to have a categorical component, rejects Sproat
& Fujimura’s duration-driven analysis, arguing that their data provide ev-
idence for two phonetic categories partially obscured by free variation.
Studies in recent years have seen continued disagreement over the cate-
gorical nature of /l/-darkening.
Bermúdez-Otero (2007b:4) offers several arguments against a purely
phonetic approach, paying particular attention to the morphosyntactic
conditioning of /l/. Evidence for this conditioning can be seen in table 4,
and is exempliϐied by near homophones showing over 60% higher rates
of light /l/ in Norman Mailer than in complexmail-er (Boersma & Hayes
2001). In a modular feedforward architecture of grammar, phonetics is
insensitive to morpheme boundaries (Myers 2000:263; Bermúdez-Otero
& Luís 2009) and so differences such as these are taken as evidence of
two categories.
Furthermore, Bermúdez-Otero & Trousdale argue that Sproat & Fu-
jimura’s data are compatible with a categorical analysis. As shown in ta-
ble 6, Sproat & Fujimura ϐind that, for /l/s in initial and intervocalic po-
sition, the coronal gesture precedes the dorsal gesture, whereas in word-
ϐinal position (whether prevocalic or not) the dorsal gesture precedes the
coronal. Visual inspection of their plot (1993:303) shows two separate
clusters on the coronal delay dimension, suggesting a bimodal distribu-
tion, which is commonly argued to represent the existence of separate
categories (Bermúdez-Otero & Trousdale 2012: 6). This demonstration
is taken a step further by Turton (Forthcoming), who shows that account-
ing for two categories in Sproat & Fujimura’s data provides a better ϐit
when running simple linear models.
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Environment Example Gesture /l/
Initial Likkovsky Coronal gesture
precedes dorsal [l]Intervocalic Mr BeelikIntervocalic pre-boundary beel-ing
Word-ϐinal prevocalic Beel equates Dorsal gesture
precedes coronal [ɫ]Final Neal
Table 6: Adapted from the results of Sproat & Fujimura (1993)
In fact, recent statistical, acoustic and articulatory investigation into
English /l/-darkening demonstrates that both categorical and gradient
processes exist. Using ultrasound tongue imaging data from various di-
alects of English spoken in the UK, Turton (2014a, Forthcoming) shows
that, indeed, some varieties do not seem to have a clear categorical differ-
ence (e.g. Manchester, Belfast) whereas others do (e.g. Received Pronun-
ciation, London). Moreover, Turton shows that those with a categorical
distribution exhibit evidence of gradient effects of duration, overlaid on
darker tokens. This result is argued to provide evidence of rule scatter-
ing (Bermúdez-Otero 2015), where two ruleswhich are diachronically re-
lated (i.e. the phonetically gradient rule of longer duration in darker /l/s
and the categorical process of /l/-darkening) coexist in the synchronic
grammar.
This is not the ϐirst work to demonstrate that both categorical and gra-
dient effects can both be at work in English /l/-darkening. The phonetic
data presented by Yuan & Liberman (2009, 2011) raise signiϐicant chal-
lenges to the claim that light and dark /l/ are a single phonological entity.
Contrary to Sproat & Fujimura, they found that ϐinal /l/ was always dark,
even in very short rimes, and that clear [l] showed no correlation with
duration.
Such data support the idea that darkening originally occurred as a
duration-sensitive gradient phonetic process which has, over time, been
reanalysed by speakers and phonologised as a duration-insensitive cate-
gorical process. This means that the original duration-sensitive gradient
process of phonetic implementation coexists in the grammar on top of
the newer morphosyntactically conditioned categorical process. Consid-
ering both the empirical evidence and the theoretical debate, this paper
also assumes that /l/ has a categorical component, suitable for analysis
under Stratal OT.
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Yuan & Liberman assume a different method of syllabiϐication to the
current paper, classifying intervocalic segments as ambisyllabic. Note
that this approach accounts for their data only and not the results of other
/l/-darkening studies such as Sproat & Fujimura (1993). Ambisyllabicity
has been posited to account for phonological patterns found in all inter-
vocalic positions, both within a word and across word-boundaries, such
as American English /t/-ϐlapping (Kahn 1976). However, ambisyllabic-
ity has been shown to provide an inconsistent account of allophony in
English (see Kiparsky 1979; Jensen 2000; Harris 2003; Bermúdez-Otero
2007, 2011). Moreover, Bermúdez-Otero (2007) provides an ambisyllab-
icity paradox speciϐic to /l/-darkening. Using Sproat&Fujimura’s data, he
points out a categorical discrepancy between the two supposed ambisyl-
labic positions. As table 6 above summarises, for a word-ϐinal prevocalic
/l/ (such as in Beel equates) the dorsal gesture precedes the coronal, but
for a word-medial intervocalic /l/ (e.g. Beelik) the coronal gesture pre-
cedes the dorsal gesture. Furthermore, an ambisyllabic analysis is prob-
lematic for the Hayes dataset, wherewe see higher frequencies of darken-
ing in word-ϐinal prevocalic position than word-medial intervocalic posi-
tion. Bermúdez-Otero uses this evidence, alongside examples from other
phonological processes, to argue that word-ϐinal prevocalic consonants
are never ambisyllabic in English.
3 The newmodel
This section focusses on the new method for calculating individual rates
of application of /l/-darkening at each level of the cyclic derivation. Note,
however, that the results canonlybe regardedasproof of principle. Firstly,
there are limitations to Hayes’s data (and by implication to Boersma &
Hayes’s conjectured frequencies), which are twofold: they are based on
well-formedness judgements, rather than direct observations and mea-
surements of frequencies of light and dark /l/, and there are crucial en-
vironments missing from Hayes’s analysis, such as forms where /l/ is fol-
lowed by a stressed vowel after a stem-sufϐix orword boundary (e.g. mail-
ee,mail Ann).
Additionally, the procedure described here does not consist of an un-
supervised learning algorithm projecting a full stratal grammar from sur-
face data. Darkening rates are calculated by hand before being fed to the
GLA in separate cycles, and therefore I do not claim to provide a learning
algorithm for SSOT grammars. The aim of this paper, however, is differ-
ent: namely, to demonstrate the existence of an SSOT grammarwhich can
model the data as well as Boersma & Hayes, without the innate stipula-
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tion of the constraint ranking in (1), and allowing for cycle-speciϐic rates
of darkening. With the data that is available, it is perfectly feasible to cal-
culate rates of application at each cyclic level in order to demonstrate the
proposed model and show the existence of an SSOT grammar.
In line with the discussion in section 2.3, the calculations that follow
will turn out to produce results that comply with the predictions made
by the life cycle of phonological processes and the Variation Corollary of
the Russian Doll Theorem. That is, a phonological process operating at
all three levels of the grammar will show higher rates of application at
the phrase level than the word level, and at the word level than the stem
level. The life cycle predicts that processes become more embedded as
they age; therefore, the stem-level process, which has not been active for
as long as the ones at the word and phrase levels, applies at a lower rate
(see ϐig. 2). To carry out the calculations, environments containing /l/ in
different positions will be compared in an effort to isolate cycle-speciϐic
frequencies.
3.1 Separating coda and foot-based processes
The ϐirst issue is to disentangle coda-based and foot-based darkening. As
discussed in section 2.4, the /l/ in words such as yellow and Hayley is
never in the coda at any level, demonstrating that /l/ is also susceptible
to darkening when non-initial in the foot. This is a concern when work-
ing out frequencies in environments such asmail it, where the /l/ shows
darkening from both coda-based and foot-based processes. These pro-
cesses need to be separated in order to calculate cycle-speciϐic values of
darkening.
Consider a monomorphemic word such as yellow. In Stratal OT, this
word is subject to precisely three cycles in the phonology; at the stem
level, the word level and the phrase level. This /l/ is not in coda position
in any of the three cycles, but is in foot-medial position (that is, outside
the foot-initial onset) in all three cycles. Therefore, the ϐigure given by
Boersma & Hayes for this environment must be the frequency of light [l]
after three processes of foot-based darkening only, with no effect from
coda-based darkening.
(4)
Ryellow = Fs  Fw  Fp = 0:766917
The equation in (4) states that ‘the retention of light /l/ in yellow is
equal to the product of foot-based retention at the stem, word and phrase
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levels.’ Note that calculations are based on the retention of light [l], not
the frequency of derivation of dark [ɫ]. This is in line with Boersma and
Hayes’s presentation, andwith Guy’s (1991a; 1991b)methods of calculat-
ing the percentage of unlenited forms as a product of three cycles. Thus,
Fx (where x refers to either the stem, word or phrase level) is a factor be-
tween 0 and 1 expressing the likelihood that a light [l] in the input to level
x will remain light if it meets the conditions for foot-based darkening. In
order for a token to remain light, it must pass through the three levels
without darkening, thus the factors are multiplied together.
As discussed in section 2.3, Guy’s analysis of ę/ĉ-deletion stipulated
that the same retention factor R would apply at all three levels in the
grammar. This meant that the overall surface retention rate was the re-
sult of applyingR three times: i.e. RRR = R3. This is why his model
is described as ‘exponential’. Given these assumptions, Guy calculated R
simply by taking the cube root of the surface retention rate. By the same
token, a Guyan approach to foot-based /l/-darkeningwould take the cube
root of the ϐigure in 4. The aim of the present paper is to improve on this,
and to derive cycle-speciϐic retention rates from empirical data. In this
case, however, we come up against the limitations of Hayes’s data: the
lack of crucial forms likemail-ee andmail Ann impedes the calculation of
level-speciϐic rates of foot-based darkening. This problem will be revis-
ited below after consideration of the coda-based process.
3.2 Coda-based darkening
Consider mail-er, which undergoes foot-based darkening at all three lev-
els of the derivation but undergoes coda-based darkening at the stem
level only; the sufϐix -er does not become visible until the word level,
where the /l/ is resyllabiϐied into the onset (see table 7).
Domain [PL[WL[SL meɪl] ər]] /l/ non-foot-initial? /l/ in coda?
stem level [[ meɪl]] yes yes
word level [[ meɪ][ ləɹ]] yes no
phrase level [[ meɪ][ ləɹ]] yes no
Table 7: Stratal-cyclic derivation ofmail-er
Using the same notation as in (4), with Cx referring to the retention
rate for coda-baseddarkening at levelx, we cannowexpress the retention
rate of light [l] inmail-er. Dividing the frequencies of light [l] inmail-er by
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that in yellow isolates the rate of coda-based retention at the stem level,
as shown in (5):
(5)
Rmail-er
Ryellow
=
FsCsFwFp
FsFwFp
= Cs
Rmail-er
Ryellow
= 0:2173
Cs = 0:2173
The equation in (5) shows that the process of coda-baseddarkening at the
stem level retains light [l] 21.73% of the time. This percentage of light [l]
will be passed on to the word level, where the /l/ will have the chance to
darken again. The 78.27% of tokens darkened at the stem level remain
dark through the derivation.
Moving on to the coda-based process of darkening at the word level,
we turn to the environments ofmail-er andmail it. The /l/ inmail it is al-
ways foot-medial and so is subject to all three rounds of foot-based dark-
ening. For coda-based darkening, mail it is susceptible at the stem and
word levels, but escapes darkening at phrase level, as the following word
it is now visible and the /l/ is resyllabiϐied into the onset. Therefore, di-
vidingmail it bymail-er will isolate the retention of light /l/ at the word
level.
(6)
Rmail it
Rmail-er
=
FsCsFwCwFp
FsCsFwFp
= Cw
Rmail it
Rmail-er
= 0:0295
Cw = 0:0295
To conclude the analysis of the coda-based process, consider darken-
ing inmail it andmail. The only differencebetween thedarkening in these
two environments is that the /l/ inmail it escapes coda-based darkening
at the phrase level, as it has been resyllabiϐied into onset position. At the
stem and word levels these /l/s are in both non-foot-initial and coda po-
sition, which allows us to isolate darkening at the phrase level:
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(7)
Rmail
Rmail it
=
FsFwFpCsCwCp
FsFwFpCsCw
= Cp
Rmail
Rmail it
= 0:0022
Cp = 0:0022
In summary, the rate of retention of light [l] in the coda at each level is:
(8)
Cs = 0:2173
Cw = 0:0295
Cp = 0:0022
Crucially, light [l] is retained at a higher rate at higher levels. The rel-
atively high rate at the stem level suggests that coda-based darkening at
that level is a relatively recent and still ongoing innovation. All of this ac-
cords well with the predictions of the life cycle of phonological processes,
and in particular the Variation Corollary of the Russian Doll Theorem (3).
3.3 Foot-based darkening
The aimof this sectionwas to demonstrate how to calculate individual fre-
quencies of application of a variable phonological process at three cyclic
levels, as shown with the process of coda-based darkening. However,
calculating cycle-speciϐic rates of application of foot-based /l/-darkening
proves problematic, because the data provided by Hayes data does not
include the environments needed to isolate the foot-based processes at
each level. There are no environments in which an /l/ begins the deriva-
tion as non-foot-initial, but advances to foot-initial position in further cy-
cles. Thepossibility of relyingon the /l/ in environment free-lywas tested,
but dismissed due to the problems involved in using an /l/ which is part
of a sufϐix, a conclusion backed up by articulatory studies showing that
/l/s in sufϐixes may behave differently to those in stems (Lee-Kim et al.
2013).
To allow a stratal analysis, Hayes’s data would have needed to include
environments such as mail-ee, where the /l/ is foot-medial at the stem
level, but becomes foot-initial at the word and phrase levels. Following
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this, wewouldneedphrases such asmail Ann, where the /l/ is foot-medial
in the stem and word levels, but not at the phrase level. Additional data
for these two environments would make it possible to isolate rates at all
three separate levels.
(9)
Rmail-ee = FsCs
(10)
Rmail Ann = FsFwCsCw
As the environments in (9) and (10) are not available in the current
data set, we have no option here but to adopt the Guyan model and take
the cube root. This is not what was originally intended: the aim, again,
was to calculate cycle-speciϐic rates. However, given the limitations of
Hayes’s data, this is the best option for our current purposes. Therefore,
hereafter we will assume that 8.5% of /l/s will darken at each level, as
per (11).
(11)
Fs/w/p =
3
p
0:76691 = 0:9153
3.4 Frequencies for the GLA
The ϐigures for darkening at each level can now be used to calculate the
predicted frequencies for the GLA. Fig. 3 below demonstrates how this
is done, using a base of 1,000,000 tokens of /l/ as an example. The idea
is that, these 1,000,000 tokens pass through the stem level, a percentage
are darkened, and the remaining light tokens pass onto the word level,
where again they are susceptible to darkening. Fig. 3 shows the environ-
ment yellow, where the Guyan exponential approach is used (as explained
in section 3.3) and darkening is the same at each level. The ϐirst level of
branching in the trees illustrates the mapping from the underlying repre-
sentation to the stem-level output. 8.5% of /l/s darken at this point, and
the remaining 91.5% remain light. These relative proportions are then
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Stem
level
input
1,000,000
/l/
84659
[ɫ]
84659
[ɫ] 84659 [ɫ]
[ɫ][ɫ]
[ɫ]0.085
Word
level
input
915341
[l] 77492
[ɫ] 77492 [ɫ]
[ɫ]
[ɫ]
0.085
Phrase
level
input
837849
[l] 70932 [ɫ]
[ɫ]
0.085
Surface
766917 [l] } light [l]:766917[l]
0.915
[l]
0.915
[l]
0.91
5 dark [ɫ]:
233083
Figure 3: Tree demonstrating foot-based darkening in environment yellow (note that
some numbers are presented as rounded but calculations are based on actual numbers).
carried over as input to theword level. Here, the remaining 91.5%of light
[l] become vulnerable to darkening again.
Fig. 4 shows the derivation in a phrasal environment such as mail.
This tree ismore complex than the tree in ϐig. 3 as it shows the interaction
of both coda and foot-based darkening processes. In the ϐirst cycle, the
possibility of /l/ remaining light is calculated from two independent rules
applying in either orderwithin the same cycle: the foot-based process (at
0.915) and the coda-based stem-level process (at 0.217). The chance of
darkening is 1 minus this probability.
3.5 Constraints
In order to best compare the new model with Boersma & Hayes (2001),
ideally the same constraint set, shown in (12), would be employed.
Aswe saw in section 2.2, Hayes’s approach relies onOOC constraints to ac-
count for the opaque occurrence of prevocalic dark [ɫ] before stem-sufϐix
andwordboundaries. However, OOCconstraints are redundant in a stratal
analysis, where opacity is accounted for by faithfulness between cycles.
Analysing the same data with Stratal OT therefore means that the OOC
constraints will be replaced by the faithfulness constraint IĉĊēę[ɫ].
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(12) Hayes’s Constraints
DĆėĐ [ɫ] ĎĘ PĔĘęěĔĈĆđĎĈ
*PėĊęĔēĎĈ /l/ ĎĘ LĎČčę
PėĊěĔĈĆđĎĈ /l/ ĎĘ LĎČčę
/l/ ĎĘ DĆėĐ
IĉĊēę-OO(Phrasal)
IĉĊēę-OO(Morphological)
(13) IĉĊēę[ɫ]: If an alveolar lateral is dark in the input, then its output
correspondent must be dark.
IĉĊēę[ɫ] is necessary as it accounts for the fact that /l/s which are dark-
ened in a particular cycle remain dark in further cycles, as shown by the
high frequency onset position dark [ɫ]s in heal-ing and heal it. However,
the sole addition of IĉĊēę[ɫ] to Hayes’s constraint set causes problems
when attempting to derive low-frequency light [l] in word-ϐinal position.
The GLA generates huge negative ϐigures for some constraints when try-
ing to model a non-zero frequency for light [l] in environments such as
mail. This is because the light output form [meɪl] is harmonically bounded
by the dark output [meɪɫ], as shown in table 8 below.
Clearly, adding just IĉĊēę[ɫ] to the remainder of Hayes’s constraint set
is not enough. The problem stems from context-free /l/ ĎĘ ĉĆėĐ, which
makes it impossible to derive low frequency light [l] in mail. The effects
of /l/ ĎĘ ĉĆėĐ are counterbalanced in Hayes’s analysis by three other con-
straints favouring light [l], but crucially none of these favour [l] in coda
position. This means that there is no way of deriving anything other than
zero for output form [meɪl] using this constraint set. Hayes (2000:105)
derives low frequency mai[l] by means of OOC with mai[l]-er and mai[l]
it, where [l] is favoured by PėĊěĔĈĆđĎĈ /l/ ĎĘ LĎČčę. This is not an op-
tion in a stratal framework and not just because Stratal OT does not have
OOC. More fundamentally, this is a violation of Base Priority, the idea that
the base does not behave opaquely in order to correspond with a derived
counterpart (Benua 1997b:239).
Moreover, although Boersma & Hayes only need to match a frequency
of 0.0011% formail, a cyclic model will havemuch higher rates of light [l]
inmore embedded domains. For example, at the stem level the frequency
of light [l] for environment mail is actually 19.89%, and so a generated
frequency of 0% is far from satisfactory.
The only solution, therefore, is to change the constraint set. Although
it would have been preferable to use the same set of constraints as Hayes,
thus keeping the experiment maximally controlled, this has nevertheless
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proven impossible. Meanwhile, this exercise makes an important point
in itself, in that the GLA’s results depend on the constraint set. The new
constraint set in (14) includes a faithfulness constraint for light [l], and
the context-free default is [l] rather than [ɫ].
(14)
New Constraints
*[l]CĔĉĆ Coda /l/ must not be light
*[ɫ] /l/ must not be dark
*[l] NĔē--IēĎęĎĆđ No /l/ outside foot-initial position
IĉĊēę[l] Light /l/ in the input must remain light in the output
IĉĊēę[ɫ] Dark /l/ in the input must remain dark in the output
This loss of consistency with the previous analysis is more than com-
pensated for by the advantages of the cyclic approach, namely the avoid-
ance of the problems associated with OOC (such as the *[hiː.ɫɪŋ, hiː.lɪt]
dialect) and the ability to interpret level-speciϐic rates of application in
terms of the life cycle of phonological processes.
Note, moreover, that the input to the stem level is subject to Richness
of the Base, a feature of OT whereby underlying representations cannot
be subject to systematic restrictions. Richness of the Basemeans that the
set of possible inputs to the grammar is universal (Prince & Smolensky
1993: 191) and therefore dark [ɫ] must be included as an input form. For
our present purposes, this means that the input to the stem level may
contain tokens of /l/ or /ɫ/ in any proportion. In turn, this entails that
the stem-level constraint hierarchymust be able to derive the appropriate
ratio of light and dark /l/ in the stem-level output regardless of what is
posited in the input.
Using the procedure illustrated in ϐigs. 3 to 4, the relative frequency of
light and dark /l/ at each phonological levelwas calculated for ϐive phono-
logical environments: light, yellow, mail-er, mail it and mail.⁵ These fre-
quencies were then submitted to the GLA, which acquired a stochastic OT
⁵ The inclusion of light within the input ϐiles is necessary. Light is needed to demon-
strate that the grammar derives light /l/ in foot-initial onsets almost obligatorily.
Boersma & Hayes’s ϐigures for light [l] in light are very high, at 99.956% but not quite
100%. As initial /l/s are not targeted by either of the darkening processes discussed
thus far, we need an additional process to account for the fact that it is not 100%. For
environment light, an exceptional process of darkening will be simulated, which is sim-
ply the cube root of the retention, as shown in (i). This will then be consistent with the
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ranking for each of the three levels. The following section reports the re-
sults of these tests.
4 Results and discussion
The details of the training schedule and initial rankings of the GLA are
shown in table 9. The learning schedule was kept the same for all three
levels of the cycle. Markedness was set higher than faithfulness, which
is in line with the Subset Principle, i.e. the premise that children initially
opt for the most restrictive grammar possible.
Initial ranking values
markedness 10,000
faithfulness 1,000
Learning trials 500,000
Initial plasticity 1
Final plasticity 0
Testing cycles 20,000
Table 9: Training schedule
The grammar was run over 500,000 trials, the results of which are
presented in this section. Hereafter, projected frequencies refers to the re-
sults of the calculations described in section 3.4, and generated frequen-
cies refers to the grammar acquired by the GLA.
Table 10 shows the ranking values acquired by the GLA at the stem
level. As the underlying representation is subject to Richness of the Base
(see section 3.5), the stem-level grammar must be able to derive the cor-
rect ratio of light and dark /l/ in the stem-level output, irrespective of
whether the input /l/ is light or dark. Consequently, it is not surprising
that the IĉĊēę constraints are ranked low, as it is more important to ob-
tain the correct ratios of light and dark /l/s than to preserve the input at
this level.
Table 11 shows how accurately the GLA managed to match the pro-
jected frequencies at the stem level. The three ϐinal environments all have
other calculations.
(i) Rlight = 3
p
0:99956
= 0:99985
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Constraint Ranking Value
*[l] CĔĉĆ 9,992
*[ɫ] 9,989
*[l] NĔē--IēĎęĎĆđ 9,982
IĉĊēę[ɫ] 1,067
IĉĊēę[l] 1,056
Table 10: Constraint ranking values at the stem level
Input to Light [l] in output of level
level % cumulative total per million
(Rich Base) projected generated projected generated
light 99.99 100 999,853 1,000,000ɫight
yellow 91.53 99.33 915,341 993,250Yeɫow
mail-er 19.89 14.07 198,922 140,700maiɫ-er
mail it 19.89 14.07 198,922 140,700maiɫ it
mail 19.89 14.07 198,922 140,700maiɫ
Average error per candidate: 0.041
Table 11: Stem level results
the same projected frequency, as only the stem mail is visible at the this
particular level. The average error per candidate is very low, and note
that this includes the inputswith dark /ɫ/, which have the same results as
their light /l/ counterparts. However, the GLA does not manage to match
the frequencies derived from the data exactly. It makes the /l/ in light cat-
egorically light. This may not be the exact result, but the error is tiny and
in the expected direction. In fact, attempting tomatch the conjectured fre-
quencies of inherently scalar judgement data in this way may be a little
over the top. It would arguably be acceptable to just aim for 100% light
[l] here.
Turning to the word and phrase levels, we ϐind a different situation
in the ranking of constraints. As stated above, the GLA’s results need to
reϐlect the fact that a dark variant in the input remains dark in the output.
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Accordingly, the faithfulness constraints must be ranked so that all dark
/l/s in the input are protected; hence IĉĊēę [ɫ] becomes top and second
ranked, as shown in tables 12 and 13. This high ranking of IĉĊēę [ɫ] cap-
tures the fact that dark [ɫ]s which are resyllabiϐied into onset position in
further cycles are opaquely preserved.
Constraint Ranking Value
IĉĊēę[ɫ] 10,008
*[l] CĔĉĆ 9,962
IĉĊēę[l] 9,952
*[l] NĔē--IēĎęĎĆđ 9,948
*[ɫ] 9,944
Table 12: Constraint ranking values at the word level
Constraint Ranking Value
*[l] CĔĉĆ 10,007
IĉĊēę[ɫ] 10,006
IĉĊēę[l] 10,000
*[l] NĔē--IēĎęĎĆđ 9,995
*[ɫ] 9,994
Table 13: Constraint ranking values at the phrase level
Input to Light [l] in output of level
level % cumulative total per million
projected generated projected generated
light 99.97 100 999,705 1,000,000
yellow 91.53 91.91 837,849 912,846
mail-er 91.53 91.91 182,082 129,310
mail it 2.73 0.01 5,422 14
mail 2.73 0.01 5,422 14
Average error per candidate: 0.015
Table 14: Word level results
The generated results at the word level successfully manage to match
the projected results more accurately when considering the percentages
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at this level alone. However, the errors incurred in the previous cycle are
apparent, as shown by the cumulative total columns. This shows that a
cyclic approach needs to work within a tight degree of accuracy, as small
deviations in higher levels will be ampliϐied at lower levels.
Note that the ϐigures for input dark /ɫ/ are omitted in tables 14 and 15.
This is because at the word and phrase levels all the dark inputs simply
have to remain dark. The GLA learns this easily, matching the projected
frequency with 100% accuracy. This also brings down the average error
per candidate, as shown on the bottom right of each table.
Input to Light [l] in output of level
level % cumulative total per million
projected generated projected generated % error
light 99.99 100 999,559 1,000,000 0.04
yellow 91.53 96.50 766,917 880,896 11.40
mail-er 91.53 96.50 166,667 124,784 4.19
mail it 91.53 96.50 4,963 14 0.49
mail 0.20 0.006 11 0 0.0001
Average error per candidate: 0.012
Table 15: Phrase level results
The phrase level results in table 15 show that, for most environments,
the disparity between the projected frequencies and those generated by
the GLA is very small. In the environments light, mail it and mail the er-
ror is always less than half a per cent, with mail-er a little higher at just
over 4%. However, the environment yellow fails to generate an accept-
able margin of error, at a much larger 11.40%. This is most likely due
to the fact that this environment is precisely the one where Hayes’s data
made it impossible to run cycle-speciϐic calculations. Darkening in this
environment is entirely foot-based (as the /l/ is not in the coda at any
level), and Fs/w/p was calculated by taking the cube root in the manner of
Guy, making the ϐigure less reliable.
In fact, there are good reasons to believe that the expedient adopted
in 11 above may not be an accurate representation of the facts. If a foot-
based process represents a relatively advanced stage of darkening, as ex-
plained in section 2.4, it would be reasonable to predict that it has not yet
reached the level of the stem, or perhaps even the word. To improve the
analysis, one might consider comparing the scenario above with alterna-
tives where foot-based darkening has not progressed beyond the word
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level, or even the phrase level. If either of these analyses can avoid the
high discrepancy in environment yellowwithout increasing error rates in
other environments, then we may conclude that foot-based /l/-darken-
ing has not reached the stem level in this dialect at this moment in time.
However, data for phonological environments such as mail-ee and mail
Ann would be a further improvement, removing the need for a compari-
son of hypothetical scenarios andmaking it possible to calculate accurate
cycle-speciϐic rates.
5 Conclusion
This paper has illustrated how SSOT can model the variable, morphosyn-
tactically conditioned application of /l/-darkening in present-day Ameri-
can English, as reϐlected in the frequencies provided by Boersma &Hayes
(2001), with minimal error. It has been shown that an SSOT approach
preserves the advantages of Stochastic OT, in that it is able to model vari-
ation, and the advantages of Stratal OT, in that it captures the role of mor-
phosyntactic factors without stipulating innate rankings.
Moreover, I have demonstrated an innovative way of working out the
rate of application of a phonological process at each cyclic level. This
method, when applied to the /l/-darkening data, corroborates the predic-
tions of the Variation Corollary of the Russian Doll Theorem, stated in (3).
In American English, coda-based darkening has run to completion at the
phrase and word levels, applying approximately 97% of the time in both
strata. At the stem level, in contrast, its rate of application remains signif-
icantly lower: around 78%. This reϐlects the diachronic facts: stem-level
darkening is a relatively recent innovation.
Reϐining this model of /l/-darkening further would require several
adjustments. First, one would need empirical data from more environ-
ments, crucially including expressions like mail-ee and mail Ann. Such
data would allow one to calculate cycle-speciϐic rates of foot-based dark-
ening, avoiding the expedient of assuming equal rates of foot-based dark-
ening at all levels, in the manner of Guy. Secondly, the use of actual pho-
netic data, rather than frequencies inferred from well-formedness judge-
ments, would undeniably give a greater degree of reliability.
In addition, this paper does not claim to provide a full simulation of
learning. That is, I have not automated the whole procedure for going
from observed surface frequencies in different environments to the full
SSOT grammar. This remains a goal for further research. What has been
demonstrated, however, is the existence of an SSOT grammar that per-
forms as well as Boersma & Hayes’s parallel account, but without the ty-
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pological shortcomings of the latter. SSOT retains the ability to model
phonological variation in the context of a more satisfactory theory of the
morphosyntax-phonology interface, which, moreover, makes direct links
with the life cycle of phonological processes.
It should also be pointed out that many phonetic studies of /l/-dark-
ening have found little intra-speaker variability (Turton 2014a). That
raises the issue of whether Hayes’s data reϐlect variation at the level of
the speaker or the level of the speech community. It may even reϐlect
variation at the level of the English-speaking world. This is the nature of
the judgement experiment carried out: we have noway of knowing. Until
articulatory data becomes more efϐicient to measure, investigating intra
and inter-speaker variability is probably a job best left to a carefully con-
trolled acoustic analysis.
In sum, English /l/-darkening poses formidable challenges to phono-
logical theory. This paper has tackled one of these challenges, namely,
how to model variable morphosyntactically conditioned opacity. Such
morphosyntactic sensitivity is a reϐlection of its historical trajectory, as
phonological processes becomemore integratedwith structure over time.
The synchronic grammar, as analysed here, is merely an insight into an
ever-changing system. The conclusion presented here is that modelling
morphosyntactically conditioned variable phonological processes is best
tackledwith a stratal approachpayingdue consideration to thediachronic
evolution of phonological processes.
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